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how judges judge: theories on judicial decision making - articles how judges judge: theories on judicial
decision making by timothy j. capurso the great tides and currents which engulf the rest of men do not turn
aside in ... judicial decision making - epistemo - v preface all legal professionals are problem-solvers and
therefore constantly in the business of analysis, normative judgment and decision making. methods of
judicial decision-making and the rule of law ... - \\jciprod01\productn\b\bin\30-2\bin204.txt unknown seq:
1 7-may-12 14:01 methods of judicial decision-making and the rule of law: the case of apartheid south africa
understanding judicial decision-making: the importance of ... - 131 understanding judicial decisionmaking: the importance of constraints on non-rational deliberations john n. drobak∗ douglass c. north∗∗ all of
social ... strategic judicial decision making - the national bureau ... - strategic judicial decision making
pablo t. spiller and rafael gely nber working paper no. 13321 august 2007 jel no. k0,k4 abstract this survey
paper starts from the ... does age matter? judicial decision making in age ... - does age matter? judicial
decision making in age discrimination cases n kenneth l. manning, university of massachusetts–dartmouth
bruce a. carroll, western carolina ... cultural bias in judicial decision making - digital commons - boston
college journal of law & social justice volume 35|issue 2 article 3 may 2015 cultural bias in judicial decision
making masua sagiv buchmann faculty of law, tel ... the judicial college a sample course in judicial
decision ... - • making a structured decision • decision-writing • giving an oral decision • judicial ethics
examples of international subjects are those judicial decision-making in housing possession cases defendant attendance and representation at hearings attendance •there was at least one defendant present at
the hearing in 41% of cases. •a defence form was filed working paper judicial error by groups and
individuals 26 ... - judicial error by groups and individuals ... judicial decision making, as a special case of
decision making under uncertainty, offers specific challenges. playing dice with criminal sentences: the
influence of ... - irrelevant anchors on experts’ judicial decision making birte englich university of würzburg
thomas mussweiler university of cologne fritz strack use of social policy in judicial decision-making - the
use of social policy in judicial decision-making richard a. daynardt the nature and extent of the use of social
policy in judicial deci- the many meanings of 'politics' in judicial decision making - on this heinonline -77 umkc l. rev. 347 2008-2009 the many meanings of "politics" in judicial decision making bradley w.
joondeph* i. introduction judicial decision making: a dynamic reputation approach - judicial decision
making: a dynamic reputation approach⇤ alma cohen† alon klement‡ zvika neeman§ abstract we seek to
contribute to an understanding of how ... a matter of judgment - judicial commission of new south
wales - v foreword this publication collects a series of essays, most previously published, on the themes of
judicial decision-making, judicial impartiality and judgment writing. science and technology in judicial
decision making - ccstg - science and technology in judicial decision making creating opportunities and
meeting challenges march 1993 a report of the carnegie commission on science, technology ... anchoring in
judicial decision-making - gements or in decision-making. from the perspective of problem-solving, the
heuristic is the opposite strategy to ... various models of judicial decision had judge not, that ye be not
judged : judging judicial ... - ‘judge not, that ye be not judged’1: judging judicial decision-making f a mann
lecture 20152 lord neuberger introduction 1. in one of his many elegant and clever ... judicial decision
making in the supreme court of canada ... - university of south carolina scholar commons faculty
publications political science, department of 12-1-2007 judicial decision making in the supreme court of
stability and change in judicial decision-making ... - judicial decision-making theless should not be told. it
is somewhat more difficult for a so-cial scientist, who, quasi-scientist though he may be, has ... judicial
decision- making with a gender perspective: a ... - judicial decision-making with a gender perspective: a
protocol 3 table of contents i. introduction & objectives ii. justification iii. the legal framework by yao wu and
olga yevtukhova - socialaw - 1 influences on judicial decision-making in federal and bankruptcy courts1 by
yao wu and olga yevtukhova ... modeling supreme court strategic decision making: the ... - judicial
decision making, which enjoys a long and distinguished history ... pass down a decision that the house and
senate will not overturn but that environment al l a w institute judging nepa: a “hard look ... - judging
nepa: a “hard look” at judicial decision making under the national environmental policy act jay e. austin john
m. carter ii bradley d. klein intra-party judicial decision-making and conflict ... - í intra-party judicial
decision-making and conflict resolution: a political approach nicole olleyer, felix- hristopher von nostitz and
nils- hristian ormann (all ... judges’ race and judicial decision making: do black judges ... - judges’ race
and judicial decision making: do black judges sentence differently?* darrell steffensmeier, pennsylvania state
university chester l. britt, arizona ... two models of judicial decision-making - digital commons - osgoode
hall law school of york university osgoode digital commons articles & book chapters faculty scholarship 1968
two models of judicial decision-making religion, school, and judicial decision making: an ... - religion,
schools, and judicial decision making: an empirical perspective michael heiset & gregory c. sisktt introduction
from the beginning of modern religious ... what i ate for breakfast and other mysteries of judicial ... what i ate for breakfast and other mysteries of judicial decision making* alex kozinskit it is popular in some
circles to suppose that judicial decision making judicial politics and decisionmaking: a new approach -
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rachlinski et al (do not delete) 11/14/2017 1:48 pm 2017] judicial politics and decisionmaking 2053 decisions.4
this finding is somewhat remarkable, given that many modern logic and judicial decision making: a
sketch of one ... - modern logic and judicial decision making: a sketch of one view layman e. allen* and mary
ellen caldwellt introduction two hundred years elapsed before the ... legal reasoning of the court of justice
in the context of ... - ... judicial law-making power is an exclusive ... european court of justice and judicial
activism ... pure and mechanical logic in judicial decision making, ... judicial decision-making and the
constitution - judicial decision-making and the constitution . overview: the goal of this activity is to
understand how judges make decisions through the interpretation and ... unconscious influences on
judicial decision-making: the ... - electronic copy available at: http://ssrn/abstract=1696643 1 unconscious
influences on judicial decision-making: the illusion of objectivity* gender, critical mass, and judicial
decision making - in addition, scholars have published a substantial body of literature examining gender
representation in the courts and the role of gender in judicial decision making ... university of pennsylvania
law review - university of pennsylvania law review founded 1852 formerly american law register ... to quantify
judicial decision making, the idea of collegiality has gained judicial decision making and computers villanova university - judicial decision and computers the court of common pleas of allegheny county,
pennsylvania, of which pittsburgh is the center, uses data processing ... a gramscian approach to studying
the judicial decision ... - a gramscian approach to studying the judicial decision-making process pablo
ciocchini1 • stefanie khoury2 published online: 24 october 2017 the author(s) 2017. interdisciplinarity in
judicial decision-making: exploring ... - 232 interdisciplinarity in judicial decision-making: exploring the
role of social science in australian labour law cases carolyn sutherland* understanding judicial decision
making in immigration ... - from the selectedworks of margaret s. williams august 20, 2010 understanding
judicial decision making in immigration cases at the u.s. courts of appeals judicial decision making: a
dynamic reputation approach - judicial decision making: a dynamic reputation approach alma cohen† alon
klement‡ zvika neeman§ november 27, 2013 abstract we present a theoretical model that ... heuristics and
biases in judicial decisions - to cognitive fallacies and biases that might affect their judicial decisions. ... on
a limited set of cues that aid their decision making.1 such judicial decision making in interest arbitration
: equity ... - workingpaper alfredpoanschoolofmanagement judicialdecisionmakingininterestarbitration:
equity,equality,oranchoring?-^ maxhzerman w.p.1471-83 september1983 economics of judicial decisionmaking in indian tort law - economic and political weekly june 19, 2004 2613 economics of judicial decisionmaking in indian tort law motor accident cases indian courts have applied those rules ... book review the
quantitative moment and the qualitative ... - as an element of judicial decision making, rather than
assuming that only (or mostly) judicial ideology or preferences matter.19 legal values and judicial decisionmaking - osgoode hall law school of york university osgoode digital commons articles & book chapters faculty
scholarship 1970 legal values and judicial decision-making prepared for the encyclopedia of law &
society, ed. david ... - other in important ways, they all claim that any approach to judicial decision making
that relies exclusively on legal principles is incomplete. how should we study district judge decisionmaking ... - 83 how should we study district judge decision-making? pauline t. kim margo schlanger christina
l. boyd andrew d. martin∗ introduction understanding judicial ... judicial decision making lesson plan field test fall 2010 not for distribution understanding the minnesota judiciary: judicial decision making lesson
plan abstract: this lesson ...
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